How to do well when taking Progressive Driving School: In-classroom lessons
*Attend all classes and get involved.
*Take good notes (not just what's on the screen!)
*Let us know if you have any special needs.
*Use the course outline provided - know when homework and presentations are
due.
*Read the classroom book provided, take notes and ask questions.
*Teach what you learn back to someone else (parents, friends, family) it helps
you remember.
*Be able to recall materials without notes.
*Practice what you have learned in the family vehicle; even ‘static’ practice is
meaningful:
*Do your cockpit checks and get to know your instruments and gauges.
Where’s the spare tire and equipment to change a tire? / Look under the hood at the engine.
Find out if you have front or rear wheel drive. / Does your vehicle have A.B.S. brakes?
Get help from a family member to show and familiarize you with the vehicle.

*Do all the written assignments homework, presentations and all classroom
tests, etc.
*If not doing well, see us immediately and talk to your classroom teacher or the
office.
*Come with an attitude to learn.
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How to do well when taking Progressive Driving School: In-Car Lessons.

* Go over all your notes
* Attend all in-car lessons.
* Try not to be too afraid, your instructor knows what they are doing and will
look after you.

* Show up on time: if you have to cancel or cannot attend a lesson, give your
instructor as much notice as possible (24 hours).

*Your attitude towards the driving lessons and learning new skills / techniques is
important; you will make mistakes when you learn, don’t let it get to you; ask the
instructor how you can improve and what specifically you should practice to
improve (get feedback)?

* Also talk to your instructor and/or get a family member to talk and ask
questions on your progress.

* If you don’t understand, don’t be afraid to get them to repeat something or
show you.

* Practice as much as possible, especially what you have been taught on your last
lesson.
(If you don’t or can’t practice, tell your instructor before the lesson.)
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